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HEART OF AMERICA
Reporter: Dan Davis
President: Mike Schoeppner

As we have not had any chapter activities, displayed are a few past photos of our members. Space did not allow inclusion
of everyone. Let’s hope we can return to real live activities soon.
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Mike Schoeppner is looking for a way out

Roger Stumfoll finds a long-lost player document

Nipper enjoys our music, mostly

Sandy Schoeppner has new shoes

H.C Beckman suddenly realizes he is
holding a disguised taser

No caption needed!
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Birthday boy, Gary Craig

Deane Shepard says "Look Ma, No
Hands"

Jim Fletcher seeks delinquent dues

Ken Powers parked his organ too far from the curb

H.C Beckman and Tom Hutchinson swap stories

John and Barbara Washburn in the lobby of
Tiny Washburn Airlines

Galen Bird serves leftovers
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LADY LIBERTY
Reporter: Vincent Morgan
President: Marie Beemish

All meetings and events for the Lady Liberty Chapter have
been cancelled this year so far. HOWEVER, when there is
a will there is a way. Our President, Marie Beemish, has

Zoom software’s screenshot during an active meeting

workshop and home in Wayland, Mass. The interest was
so great that the "attendance" for the next one more than
doubled. That was both a surprise and a great joy. We have
also discovered that for many collections it is not possible to
cover the collection in one event, so we are adding second
editions or tours to the list, such as with Bill Nunn as listed
below.
Here is a list of the virtual tours so far. The first four have
already taken place:
• Roger Wiegand Premier Tour
• Bill Nunn First Tour
• Birth of US Band Organ Industry by Tim Wagner
• Carving and Painting Carousel Organ Facades by Bob
Yorburg
Upcoming:
• Bill Newman Pipe Building
• Arnold Chase Tour
• Bill Edgerton Tour
• Bill Nunn Second Tour
• 100 Years of Nickelodeon Music by Matt Jaro
• Music Arranging & The Golden Egg by Bob Stuhmer
• Ron Bopp
The Lady Liberty Chapter is also developing actual chapter
"tours" that will enable us to include chapter business

Emailed announcement of a virtual meeting
partnered with Bob Yorburg, a fellow AMICAN and now the
President of the COAA, to produce dynamic virtual events/
tours via Zoom software. These started small, but interest
has grown so much that we are seeking ways to hold events
that will accommodate more than 100 people and can go
international without having to deal with airplanes, passports,
and customs officials. Other organizations are also asking if
they can join us.
At first, there were sound and video glitches, but these are
being resolved. Most of us who have gray hair and rely on
paper rolls for our instruments aren't tuned in to modern
electronics. Combining the two has its challenges, but the
problems are being solved. We have been told that we
always need to have a teenager handy, but this time we
relied on a great pastor. Thank you, Pastor Sam Harris.
The first event was broadcast from Roger Weigand's
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Part of the Bill Nunn “virtual” tour showing the Wurlitzer
organ on the balcony
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Zoom software screenshots of Tim Wagner tour (above)
and Roger Wiegand tour (below)
meetings, which hasn't been included so far.
Besides these events, our younger generation has been
hard at work. Andy Park and Andrew Lardieri have been
busy creating fabulous Wurlitzer 165 rolls for Glenn Thomas.
Some of them are also available on the 150 scale. These
two young men continue to astound us with their abilities.
Rolls, sound samples, ordering: https://www.wurlitzer165.
net/wurlitzer-165-rolls.
Ian Fraser has also been busy. He recently wrote:
I’m currently the house organist at the St. George Theatre
in Staten Island, NY where I play the Allen ADC-4500 digital
theatre organ. The organ has been played primarily for the
monthly Classic Movie Series. Due to the pandemic, the
theatre is closed and likely won’t open until early next year.
The original instrument was a 1929 3/13 Wurlitzer with a
white French style console which was slightly on the small
side as the theatre has 2800 seats. That instrument was
removed in the mid 1970’s. The current Allen was built in
1988 and was installed in 2004 when the theatre reopened.
It stopped working at some point around 2010 and was not
played again until 2019 when it was repaired by the New
York Theatre Organ Society with support from me and my
family.
My collection has grown to include an 1881 Celestina
Orguinette, a 1920’s Brewster player piano, an Edison C-250
“Chippendale” console phonograph, a 1918 Edison C-150
phonograph, a 1926 Victor Credenza phonograph and a
Wurlitzer 103 replica band organ. More recently since I’ve
become a theatre organist, I’ve added three theatre organs
to my collection:

Ian Fraser’s Theatre organ console originally from the
Geneva theatre, installed in his home
• Conn 580 – My first theatre organ. Built around the
mid 1970’s and uses analog technology as opposed to
newer digital instruments such as the Allen. It’s a Type
two variant with Conn pipe speakers on top. It is one of
the few spinet organs of the era with a full three manuals.
• Allen Q311-SP – Built around 2010, it is a digital
recreation of a 3/12 theatre organ with an 8-level
combination action plus Allen Vista Navigator. That adds
a touchscreen interface plus over 250 additional voices
and percussions such as pianos, cymbals etc.
• Geneva Console – Built in 1928 for the Deerpath Theatre
in Lake Forest, Illinois. The case is in a custom English
Tudor style designed to match the theatre’s architecture,
reflective of the style of downtown Lake Forest. The
console still retains its electro-pneumatic combination
action aided by a modern Opus-Two relay system which
allows multiple memory levels, playback, and other
features common now on updated instruments. It will
become part of my new Hauptwerk organ project that
still has a way to go which includes refurbishing the EP
combination action and the manuals.
So, even though we haven't been able to see each other
physically or meet in various members' homes, we remain
active and upbeat for whatever the future might hold.
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